CAMERA & ACCESSORIES

Blackvue DR900S 2CH

Blackvue DR590 2CH

The DR900S Series redefines expectations for dashcam video
fidelity and storage efficiency.

The DR590-2CH protects your car without getting in the way—
hidden behind your rearview mirror.

With its 8-megapixel CMOS sensor in the main front camera, the DR900S2CH captures 4K Ultra High Definition video—four times as many pixels as
Full HD.

Outstanding Dual Full HD quality in a small form factor, featuring Sony’s
STARVIS™ image sensor in the front camera for better clarity in low light. The
DR590-2CH is a dual-channel dashcam that records both front and back or
interior of your vehicle in Full HD 1080p.

Applicable models:
All models

$848.00 (Before GST)
$907.36 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation
Item available on an indent basis only

Applicable models:
All Models

$418.00 (Before GST)
$447.26 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Blackvue DR590W 2CH Wifi

Blackvue DR750S 2CH Wifi

The DR590W-2CH is a dual-channel dashcam that records both
front and back of your vehicle in Full HD 1080p.

Both front and rear cameras feature Full HD Sony STARVIS™ image
sensors for best image quality under any light.

Enjoy the wireless freedom with the built-in WiFi and free BlackVue App.
DR590W-2CH is equipped with Sony Starvis CMOS sensor and Night Vision
for the best image quality day and night.

Successor to the DR650S Series, BlackVue DR750S Series sets a new
standard for connected dashcams.

Applicable models:
All models

Applicable models:
All models

$478.00 (Before GST)
$511.46 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$648.00 (Before GST)
$693.36 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Cellink Neo (BlackVue DVR Battery)

Eurostyle 360 All View Camera

The Cellink NEO is an all-new dash cam battery pack with an integrated
smartphone app that lets you quickly see the battery percentage, as well as
the power draw.
These battery packs are the perfect solution for those who want the
maximum protection, as parking-mode recording is extended significantly
and the wear-and-tear on the vehicle’s own battery is eliminated.

UHD Resolution

Applicable models:
All Models

Applicable models:
Outlander

$418.00 (Before GST)
$447.26 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$1,088.00 (Before GST)
$1,164.16 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Qvia Dash Camera - AR790

Qvia Dash Camera - AR790-S

The Qvia AR790 Wifi+GPS is equipped with Sony Exmor CMOS Sensor
for both front and rear camera. Enjoy the Full HD (1920x1080P) video at
30 fps.

Experience the Utmost Video Quality of AR790-s with SHD (Front) &
FHD (Rear)

It is coming with several identical functions
-Gravity Sensor
-Motion Detector
-Low Voltage Cutoff
-Wifi/ GPS

QVIA AR790-S records Super HD videos of front cameras in 2304x1296p.
The wide viewing angle of 130° is yet another factor that takes AR790-S
videos to the next level.

Applicable models:
All models

Applicable models:
All models

$395.00 (Before GST)
$422.65 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$530.00 (Before GST)
$567.10 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Eco Pack DVR External Battery S7

Thinkware Dash Camera - U1000
The U1000 is Thinkware’s newest flagship model that delivers sharp native 4K
video quality.

Battery packs are the perfect solution for those who want the maximum
protection, as parking-mode recording is extended significantly and the wearand-tear on the vehicle’s own battery is eliminated.

Applicable models:
All models

$360.00 (Before GST)
$385.20 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Utilizing the Super Night Vision technology, the U1000 is capable of recording
impressive videos in low-light environments such as dark backcountry roads and
dim parking lots.

Applicable models:
All models

$855.61 (Before GST)
$915.50 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Item available on an indent basis only

Thinkware Dash Camera - QXD Mega

Thinkware Dash Camera - Q800 Pro

QXD MEGA 2CH is a premium 2-channel full-HD black box with
a 4-inch display.

The all-new Thinkware Q800PRO is the perfect harmony between
design and performance.

A specially processed aluminum frame and a deep, transparent striped
light were applied to the camera unit, creating a mysterious look and feel.

Encased in an industry award-winning design lies a new optical lens and
an improved 5.14MP Sony STARVIS image sensor that delivers strikingly
clear video quality in 2K QHD.

Applicable models:
All models

$1,201.40 (Before GST)
$1,285.50 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation
Item available on an indent basis only

Applicable models:
All models

$762.15 (Before GST)
$815.50 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Thinkware Dash Camera - X700

Thinkware Dash Camera - F800 Pro

Combining innovative camera technology with advanced driver
assistance software, you can drive safer while recording your
daily commutes in Full HD 1080p.

The Sony Exmor R STARVIS Image Sensor applied to the
F800PRO provides rich colors and the optimal resolution.

Equipped with advanced video and night vision technology, the X700
is an ideal companion and eye witness to your traffic-laden
commutes.

STARVIS technology improves Exmor R’s low light sensitivity by providing
optimal image quality in visible ray and near-infrared range, allowing clear
imaging in low light environments.

Applicable models:
All models

Applicable models:
All models

$481.78 (Before GST)
$515.50 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$668.69 (Before GST)
$715.50 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Thinkware DVR External Battery iVolt BAB-50

Inavi Baby Camera ICA 1

With Thinkware External Battery (BAB-50), you can record the
videos without using vehicle's main battery.

Monitor your baby while you are driving even in low light
conditions. The infrared light used are in accordance with
regulation and are tested to be safe for baby eyes.

Applicable models:
All models

Applicable models:
All models

$360.37 (Before GST)
$385.60 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$238.79 (Before GST)
$255.50 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

CONVENIENCE

Eurostyle Armrest Console

Eurostyle Electric Auto Tailgate

Center armrest console made with high quality material for
your comfort

Features:
-Customisable Auto Tailgate Height
-Safety Features
-Smart Electric Suction
-Approved electrical wiring installation according to factory standard to ensure validity of vehicle
warranty.

Applicable models:
Attrage, Space Star

$270.00 (Before GST)
$288.90 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Applicable models:
ASX, Eclipse Cross, Outlander

$1,017.00 (Before GST)
$1,088.00 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Easy View Onetto Easy View 2 Mobil
- Grip fit locking feature provides secure grip on device
- Securely holds devices from 2.3 - 3.5 inches in width
- Mount is easily adjustable with a quick turn of the knob and provides 360
degree viewing angles
- Super sticky gel pad mounts solidly to dashboards and windshields and is
easily removable

Made in Korea

$21.00 per pc (Before GST)
$22.47 per pc (After GST)

Easy View Onetto Air Vent Mount Mobil
-

Easy One Touch Mounting System locks and releases the
device with just one simple touch
- Universal, fits all smartphones
- Cradle rotates at the swivel ball 360° for optimal viewing angles
- Includes a click, lock and release feature
- Provides silicon rubber on vent clamp the to avoid scratching vent blades

Made in Korea

$21.00 per pc (Before GST)
$22.47 per pc (After GST)

Mitsubishi IU Cover

$9.00 per pc (Before GST)
$9.63 per pc (After GST)

JUMP STARTERS

Hummer Jump Starter - PowerBank H3

Hummer Jump Starter - PowerBank H2

Hummer Jump Starters can jump start vehicles up to 7.0L Gas/Diesel in
seconds!

Hummer Jump Starters can jump start vehicles up to 7.0L Gas/Diesel in
seconds!

6000mAh(22.2Wh) 300A / 12V 3.5L Gas / 2.0L Diesel

12000mAh(44.4Wh) 600A / 12V 6.0L Gas / 4.0L Diesel

Applicable models:
All models

Applicable models:
All models

$138.00 per pc (Before GST)
$147.66 per pc (After GST)

$258.00 per pc (Before GST)
$276.06 per pc (After GST)

Hummer Jump Starter - PowerBank H1

Hummer Jump Starter - PowerBank H24

Hummer Jump Starters can jump start vehicles up to 7.0L Gas/Diesel in
seconds!

Hummer Jump Starters can jump start vehicles up to 7.0L Gas/Diesel in
seconds!

12000mAh(44.4Wh) 600A / 12V 6.0L Gas / 4.0L Diesel

15000mAh(55.5Wh) 800A / 12V 7.0L Gas / Diesel

Applicable models:
All models

Applicable models:
All models

$288.00 per pc (Before GST)
$308.16 per pc (After GST)

$488.00 per pc (Before GST)
$522.16 per pc (After GST)
Item available on an indent basis only

PROTECTION

Mitsubishi Outlander Xpel Interior Package

Mitsubishi Attrage Xpel Interior Package

Never lose the new car look – keep your interior surfaces free & clear of
fine scratches, swirls, and blemishes.

Never lose the new car look – keep your interior surfaces free & clear of fine
scratches, swirls, and blemishes.

Screen, Interior Panels, Door Panels

Screen, Interior Panels

Applicable models:
Outlander

Applicable models:
Attrage

$380.00 (Before GST)
$406.60 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$280.00 (Before GST)
$299.60 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross Xpel Interior Package

Mitsubishi Space Star Xpel Interior Package

Never lose the new car look – keep your interior surfaces free & clear of
fine scratches, swirls, and blemishes.

Never lose the new car look – keep your interior surfaces free & clear of fine
scratches, swirls, and blemishes.

Screen, Interior Panels, Door Panels

Screen, Interior Panels, Door Panels

Applicable models:
Eclipse Cross

Applicable models:
Space Star

$380.00 (Before GST)
$406.60 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$380.00 (Before GST)
$406.60 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Xpel Universal Headlamp Kit
The Xpel Headlight Protection Kit provides a durable, scratchresistant film to cover and protect headlights and fog lights.

Applicable models:
All models

$150.00 per pc (Before GST)
$160.50 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

MBQ AW-800e Active Subwoofer

Sony Speakers Upgrade 2

The MBQ AW-800E Comes with subwoofer volume control. Fits under
any seats. Compact and powerful!

Blast out your favorite driving songs with the XS-GTF1639 3-way speakers.

- Maximum output power 160W (80 W X 2)
- Rated power 100W (50 W X 2)
- Frequency (30-150 Hz) - S/N (A) (91 dB)
- Output impedance (2 0HM + 2 0HM)
- Maximum current consumption 12 A (RCA Input 82 mV)
- Voltage 14.4V (10V - 16V) - Size (370 x 275 x 78 mm)
- Sensitivity distortion level 1% (Speaker Input 0.8V)

- HOP Aramid Carbon Fiber Matrix cone woofer for deep, powerful bass
- High-power handling with 270W max and 45W RMS
- Super tweeter for high frequency extension
- Ideally designed for Sony head units with EXTRA BASS circuitry
- Space-saving, easy-to-install design

Applicable models:
Outlander

Applicable models:
Lancer, Attrage, Space Star

$470.00 (Before GST)
$502.90 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$450.00 (Before GST)
$481.50 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Sony Speakers Upgrade 1
Blast out your favorite driving songs with the XS-GTF1639 3-way speakers. Featuring a HOP Aramid Carbon Fiber Matrix cone woofer for punchy bass,
and high-power handling to pump up the volume without affecting sound quality.

- Enjoy high power 320W peak and 75W rated power output
- A Mica Reinforced Cellular Woofer (MRC) cone adds extra rigidity for low, accurate bass tones
- 25mm Soft Dome Tweeters for smooth audio highs and wider dispersion
- Acoustic distortion is minimised by a rubber surround
- HOP Aramid Carbon Fiber Matrix cone woofer for deep, powerful bass
- High-power handling with 270W max and 45W RMS
- Super tweeter for high frequency extension
- Ideally designed for Sony head units with EXTRA BASS circuitry
- Space-saving, easy-to-install design
Applicable models:
Outlander, ASX, Eclipse Cross, Lancer, Attrage, Space Star

$580.00 (Before GST)
$620.60 (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

CAR CARE

3M Wash and Wax
3M Wash & Wax is a 2-in-1 formula that cleans and wax the car at the
same time. This not only saves you time, but effort as well.

1000ml

$13.95 per pc (Before GST)
$14.93 per pc (After GST)

3M Leather and Vinyl Restorer
3M new Leather & Vinyl Restorer conditions and maintains your consoles
and leather seats, preventing dryness and cracking. It is easy to use, and
does not harm the leather seats and interior. Most importantly, it does not
leave oily and stick stains.

400ml

$16.95 per pc (Before GST)
$18.14 per pc (After GST)

3M Spray Wax

3M Tyre Dressing

3M new Spray Wax instantly enhances your car's gloss after
washing, giving you the shine you desire. It is safe on all type of car
painted surfaces. It also gives you the water-repellent effect and
also prevents fingerprint and dust.

3M Tire Dressing brings out that black and shiny satin finish to
your tire. Not only is it easy to use, it helps restore your tires back
to like-new condition. The gentle formula ensures that no harm is
done to the tire.

400ml

$16.95 per pc (Before GST)
$18.14 per pc (After GST)

400ml

$16.95 per pc (Before GST)
$18.14 per pc (After GST)

3M Waterless Wash and Wax

3M Glass Cleaner

3M Waterless Wash & Wax is for cleaning light dirt and dust on all exterior
surfaces including glass, paint, chrome, plastic and metal. It should not
be used to clean heavy dirt, mud, tar, or grime as cleaning aggressive dirt
or grime without the use of water can cause scratching on paint.

3M Glass Cleaner is a versatile product for automotive detailing of new
and used vehicles. In addition to cleaning glass surfaces, this product
may also be used on automotive vinyl and interior plastic. 3M™ Glass
Cleaner is non-flammable.

453g

538g

$15.00 per pc (Before GST)
$16.05 per pc (After GST)

$15.90 per pc (Before GST)
$17.01 per pc (After GST)

3M Detailing Cloth

3M One Step Cleaner Wax

3M Microfibre Detailing Cloth easily removes wax or polish residue and
fingerprints. The unique supersoft microtexture is non linting and ideal for
glass, metal, chrome, plastic, vinyl and leather.

3M One Step Cleaner Wax removes most fine scratches, light oxidation,
swirl marks, water spots, and minor stains. Our car care wax will leave a
deep, rich finish. Apply this wax by either hand or machine.

473ml

$12.00 per pc (Before GST)
$12.84 per pc (After GST)

$28.85 per pc (Before GST)
$30.87 per pc (After GST)

3M Detailing Cloth 30x30cm

3M General Purpose Adhesive Cleaner

- Unique hydrophilic factor formula
- Unique magic shovel cloth surface
- Ultra-precision fiber structure
- Special two-sided weave

3M General Purpose Adhesive Cleaner removes adhesive residue with
ease. Our special formula is tough on adhesive residue but gentle on
paint, vinyl and fabric when used as directed. This adhesive cleaner is
available as a spray-on aerosol.

30x30cm

425g

$8.00 per pc (Before GST)
$8.56 per pc (After GST)

$16.30 per pc (Before GST)
$17.44 per pc (After GST)

3M Perfect-It III Cleaner Clay
3M Perfect-It™ Cleaner Clay removes contaminants on the surface of automotive finishes that
dull its gloss. Our clay will efficiently remove overspray and paint contaminants. This product can
be used effectively on paint, glass and chrome when used with a water-based lubricant.

$45.00 per pc (Before GST)
$48.15 per pc (After GST)

Advanti MI578

Breyton SJ99 Force 2

Breyton SJ99 Force 2

Model: Advanti MI578
Size: 15X6.5
Offset: +38
PCD: 4H100
Color: Gloss Black Polished Lip

Model: Breyton SJ99 Force 2
Size: 18X8
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Hyper Sliver Polished Undercut

Model: Breyton SJ99 Force 2
Size: 18X8
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Matt Gun Metal Polished Undercut

Applicable models:
Attrage

Applicable models:
Outlander, Eclipse Cross

Applicable models:
Outlander, Eclipse Cross

$160.00 per pc (Before GST)
$171.20 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$390.00 per pc (Before GST)
$417.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$390.00 per pc (Before GST)
$417.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Item available on an indent basis only

Enkei Tuning Icon SS21

Enkei Tuning Icon SS21

Konig Tandem SS25

Model: Enkei Tuning Icon SS21
Size: 18X8
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gloss Black Full Polished

Model: Enkei Tuning Icon SS21
Size: 17x7.5
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gloss Black Full Polished

Model: Konig Tandem SS25
Size: 18X8
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gloss Gunmetal

Applicable models:
Outlander, Eclipse Cross

Applicable models:
Lancer EX

Applicable models:
Outlander, Eclipse Cross

$390.00 per pc (Before GST)
$417.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$290.00 per pc (Before GST)
$310.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$370.00 per pc (Before GST)
$395.90 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Item available on an indent basis only

Item available on an indent basis only

Item available on an indent basis only

Enkei Tuning SC24

Sparco Tarmac

Enkei Tuning SC49

Sparco Tarmac is inspired by the Japanese
underground style
Model: Enkei Tuning SC24
Size: 17x7
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gloss Black Full Polished

Model: Sparco Tarmac
Size: 17x7
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gunmetal

Model: Enkei Tuning SC49
Size: 17x7.5
Offset: +42
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gloss Black Full Polished

Applicable models:
Lancer EX

Applicable models:
Lancer EX

Applicable models:
Lancer EX

$290.00 per pc (Before GST)
$310.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$290.00 per pc (Before GST)
$310.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$290.00 per pc (Before GST)
$310.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Item available on an indent basis only

Item available on an indent basis only

Item available on an indent basis only

Advanti SQ55

Konig Impression SQ79G

Enkei Tuning SC46

Model: Advanti SQ55
Size: 18x8.5
Offset: +40
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Matt Black Full Polished

Model: Konig Impression SQ79
Size: 17x7.5
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Diamond Black Blue Undercut

Model: Enkei Tuning SC46
Size: 16x7
Offset: +40
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gloss Black Full Polished

Applicable models:
Outlander, Eclipse Cross

Applicable models:
Lancer EX

Applicable models:
Lancer EX

$290.00 per pc (Before GST)
$310.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$260.00 per pc (Before GST)
$278.20 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

$230.00 per pc (Before GST)
$246.10 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Item available on an indent basis only

Item available on an indent basis only

Item available on an indent basis only

Enkei Tuning SC22
Model: Enkei Tuning SC22
Size: 17x7
Offset: +45
PCD: 5H114.3
Color: Gloss Black Full Polished
Applicable models:
Lancer EX

$290.00 per pc (Before GST)
$310.30 per pc (After GST)
Inclusive of Installation

Item available on an indent basis only

Aegis Zen Alcantara Key Case - Sky Blue
- It's made entirely in Italy and registered trademark
- It's unique and light weight
- It's sustainable and doesn't age
- Easy to clean and scratchproof
- Kind to our skin
- 100% Carbon Neutral
- Does not fade, cool in summer, warm in winter

$55.98 per pc (Before GST)
$59.90 per pc (After GST)

Aegis Zen Alcantara Key Case - Red
- It's made entirely in Italy and registered trademark
- It's unique and light weight
- It's sustainable and doesn't age
- Easy to clean and scratchproof
- Kind to our skin
- 100% Carbon Neutral
- Does not fade, cool in summer, warm in winter

$55.98 per pc (Before GST)
$59.90 per pc (After GST)

Aegis Zen Alcantara Key Case - Gray
- It's made entirely in Italy and registered trademark
- It's unique and light weight
- It's sustainable and doesn't age
- Easy to clean and scratchproof
- Kind to our skin
- 100% Carbon Neutral
- Does not fade, cool in summer, warm in winter

$55.98 per pc (Before GST)
$59.90 per pc (After GST)

Aegis Zen Alcantara Key Case - Brown
- It's made entirely in Italy and registered trademark
- It's unique and light weight
- It's sustainable and doesn't age
- Easy to clean and scratchproof
- Kind to our skin
- 100% Carbon Neutral
- Does not fade, cool in summer, warm in winter

$55.98 per pc (Before GST)
$59.90 per pc (After GST)

Aegis Zen Alcantara Key Case - Navy
- It's made entirely in Italy and registered trademark
- It's unique and light weight
- It's sustainable and doesn't age
- Easy to clean and scratchproof
- Kind to our skin
- 100% Carbon Neutral
- Does not fade, cool in summer, warm in winter

$55.98 per pc (Before GST)
$59.90 per pc (After GST)

Aegis Car Key Cover - Mitsubishi

$50.00 per pc (Before GST)
$53.50 per pc (After GST)

FRAGRANCE

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser I - Black Berry and
Cherry

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser I - Pure Cotton

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the longstanding tradition of Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes.

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the longstanding tradition of Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes.

-

Contains 100% natural French oil
The graceful design makes the product a splendid accessory for
any car
- The subtle scent lasts for 12 weeks.(Variable upon temperature and
driving condition.)

-

105ml/3.55oz

105ml/3.55oz

$23.27 per pc (Before GST)
$24.90 per pc (After GST)

Contains 100% natural French oil
The graceful design makes the product a splendid accessory for any
car
- The subtle scent lasts for 12 weeks.(Variable upon temperature and
driving condition.)

$23.27 per pc (Before GST)
$24.90 per pc (After GST)

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser I - Grapefruit and
Peony

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser I - Pear and Freesia

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the longstanding tradition of Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes.

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the longstanding tradition of Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes.

-

Contains 100% natural French oil
The graceful design makes the product a splendid accessory for
any car
- The subtle scent lasts for 12 weeks.(Variable upon temperature and
driving condition.)

-

105ml/3.55oz

105ml/3.55oz

$23.27 per pc (Before GST)
$24.90 per pc (After GST)

Contains 100% natural French oil
The graceful design makes the product a splendid accessory for any
car
- The subtle scent lasts for 12 weeks.(Variable upon temperature and
driving condition.)

$23.27 per pc (Before GST)
$24.90 per pc (After GST)

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser I - Apple Cider

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser I – Honey Lemon

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the longstanding tradition of Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes.

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the longstanding tradition of Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes.

-

Contains 100% natural French oil
The graceful design makes the product a splendid accessory for
any car
- The subtle scent lasts for 12 weeks.(Variable upon temperature and
driving condition.)

-

105ml/3.55oz

105ml/3.55oz

$23.27 per pc (Before GST)
$24.90 per pc (After GST)

Contains 100% natural French oil
The graceful design makes the product a splendid accessory for any
car
- The subtle scent lasts for 12 weeks.(Variable upon temperature and
driving condition.)

$23.27 per pc (Before GST)
$24.90 per pc (After GST)

Bullsone Grasse L'Esterel - Naples Blue

Bullsone Grasse L'Esterel - Firenze Iris

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the long-standing
tradition of the Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the long-standing
tradition of the Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes

- Contains 100% pure natural essential oils made in Grasse, France blended
- Internationally renowned natural essential oil company "Charabot" in France
- Provides drivers with deep subtle scent for pleasant driving experience
- Graceful design makes product a splendid accessory for any car

- Contains 100% pure natural essential oils made in Grasse, France blended
- Internationally renowned natural essential oil company "Charabot" in France
- Provides drivers with deep subtle scent for pleasant driving experience
- Graceful design makes product a splendid accessory for any car

110ml

$18.60 per pc (Before GST)
$19.90 per pc (After GST)

110ml

$18.60 per pc (Before GST)
$19.90 per pc (After GST)

Bullsone Grasse L'Esterel - White Lily Musk

Bullsone Grasse L'Esterel - Bulgarian Rose

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the long-standing
tradition of the Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the long-standing
tradition of the Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes

- Contains 100% pure natural essential oils made in Grasse, France blended
- Internationally renowned natural essential oil company "Charabot" in France
- Provides drivers with deep subtle scent for pleasant driving experience
- Graceful design makes product a splendid accessory for any car

- Contains 100% pure natural essential oils made in Grasse, France blended
- Internationally renowned natural essential oil company "Charabot" in France
- Provides drivers with deep subtle scent for pleasant driving experience
- Graceful design makes product a splendid accessory for any car

110ml

110ml

$18.60 per pc (Before GST)
$19.90 per pc (After GST)

$18.60 per pc (Before GST)
$19.90 per pc (After GST)

Bullsone Grasse L'Esterel - Aqua Wave

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser Vent Clip - Black
Berry and Cherry

Premium air freshener, with class and quality, inherited the long-standing
tradition of the Grasse, the paradise of French perfumes

Miniature GRASSE DIFFUSER season I
Special edition designed for “Baby bottle” of the original version

- Contains 100% pure natural essential oils made in Grasse, France blended
- Internationally renowned natural essential oil company "Charabot" in France
- Provides drivers with deep subtle scent for pleasant driving experience
- Graceful design makes product a splendid accessory for any car

110ml

$18.60 per pc (Before GST)
$19.90 per pc (After GST)

A delicate fragrance from a classical wood - ball
Installing a wood ball into a bottle, this wood ball absorbs fragrance liquid and
it’s delicately spreading in the air.

10ml/0.338oz

$15.79 per pc (Before GST)
$16.90 per pc (After GST)

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser Vent Clip - Pure
Cotton

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser Vent Clip Grapefruit and Peony

Miniature GRASSE DIFFUSER season I
Special edition designed for “Baby bottle” of the original version

Miniature GRASSE DIFFUSER season I
Special edition designed for “Baby bottle” of the original version

A delicate fragrance from a classical wood - ball
Installing a wood ball into a bottle, this wood ball absorbs fragrance liquid and
it’s delicately spreading in the air.

10ml/0.338oz

$15.79 per pc (Before GST)
$16.90 per pc (After GST)
Item is currently out of stock

A delicate fragrance from a classical wood - ball
Installing a wood ball into a bottle, this wood ball absorbs fragrance liquid and
it’s delicately spreading in the air.

10ml/0.338oz

$15.79 per pc (Before GST)
$16.90 per pc (After GST)
Item is currently out of stock

Bullsone Grasse Diffuser Vent Clip - Cool
Aqua
Miniature GRASSE DIFFUSER season I
Special edition designed for “Baby bottle” of the original version

A delicate fragrance from a classical wood - ball
Installing a wood ball into a bottle, this wood ball absorbs fragrance liquid and
it’s delicately spreading in the air.

10ml/0.338oz

$15.79 per pc (Before GST)
$16.90 per pc (After GST)
Item is currently out of stock

Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross Model Car - Red
Diamond

Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross Model Car - Silky White
Pearl

This is a die-cast car model.

This is a die-cast car model.

The 2019 Annual RJC Car of the Year award winning Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross
crossover SUV comes rolling into the model world for all collectors to enjoy! This
model is in a beautifully detailed 1/48 scale.

Size: W165 x D77 x H78mm
Material: zinc alloy/acrylic fiber/ABS/ATBC-PVC/PS

$150.00 per pc (Before GST)
$160.50 per pc (After GST)

The 2019 Annual RJC Car of the Year award winning Mitsubishi Eclipse Cross
crossover SUV comes rolling into the model world for all collectors to enjoy! This
model is in a beautifully detailed 1/48 scale.

Size: W165 x D77 x H78mm
Material: zinc alloy/acrylic fiber/ABS/ATBC-PVC/PS

$150.00 per pc (Before GST)
$160.50 per pc (After GST)

LIFESTYLE

Mitsubishi Ceramic Mug Tumbler

Mitsubishi Non Leaking Insulated Mug
Tumbler

400ml

350ml

$35.00 per pc (Before GST)
$37.45 per pc (After GST)

$30.00 per pc (Before GST)
$32.10 per pc (After GST)

Mitsubishi Anti Slip Suction Mug Tumbler

540ml

$30.00 per pc (Before GST)
$32.10 per pc (After GST)

Mitsubishi Quick Drying Ultra Light Jacket Black

Mitsubishi Quick Drying Polo T-Shirt - Black

Available Size: L, XXL

Available Size: M, L

$228.00 per pc (Before GST)
$243.96 per pc (After GST)

$120.00 per pc (Before GST)
$128.40 per pc (After GST)

Mitsubishi Quick Drying Polo T-Shirt - Grey

Available Size: M, L

$120.00 per pc (Before GST)
$128.40 per pc (After GST)

Authorised Service Centres
Central
20 Leng Kee Road S(159094)
Tel: 6470 8688
West
209 Pandan Gardens S(609339)
Tel: 6568 4555
Northeast
600 Sin Ming Avenue S(575733)
Tel: 6932 8000

For more information on aftersales services
and hassle-free booking, please log on to
www.mitsubishi.sg or the myC&C app.

